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ELLENSBURG I WASH'.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

AN OVERVIEW OF THE CENTRAL Washington State College campus
reveals changes that have taken place during the last year. The photo~
graph, which was taken from the top of the steel.structures which will
be ,the nine-story high-rise dormitories, partially· shows four new residence halls which were opened for occupancy this fall. Located on upper
- campus is Nicholson Pavilion and several dormitories, While lower

May 27, 1966

campus houses, to the left, classroom buildings, the SUB, Hertz Music
Hall; to the right Black Hall, Boullion Library, Lind Science Hall; and
in the foreground, the older living units. The exact geographical center
of the state of Washington is located in Shaw Smyser Hall.
(Photo by Paul Myhre)

'Cry' Editorial Designated tibele>us
er or not the "Record" staff of care and sophistication would
By RON PEDEE
Managing l!;dltor
had tampered with CRIER ma. be possible," Laing said.
Laing said as adviser to AND
"We believe that both the letter
terial, D'Ann Dufenhorst, editor.
and the· editorial which appeared in-chief, made the following he does not see his function as
leading the organi.Zation in any
in last week's edition of the statement:
"Cry" are libelous," .Doug Mc- · "Because McConnell denied sense of the w6rd. . The deci·
Connell, managing editor of the· the statements attributed to him sion ' to print the letter had to
Ellensburg "Daily Record," in the letter, that portion of the be theirs, (members of the orMembers of .. the SGA legislature voted unanimously Monday to
-said
Wednesday.
lettter was potentially libelous ganiZation), he said~ pass a recommendation endorsing a plan for voluntary purchase
When AND members consulted
"Cry"
is
a
penny
news.
The
.
so
the
particular
paragraph
and
of the Hyakem, Central's year'.Jook.
paper. published weekly •by the in question was deleted by me to him as to whether or not the let.
The recommendation was formulate;i on the basis ofa suggestion
ter should be printed, Laing
members of AND, an SGA rec. prevent possible recriminations
made by SGA President John Kinsey that purchase of the yearbook
agreed.
ogniZed polical organiZation.
to
the
student
government,
the
should be optional.
"As. far as I'm concerned, -go
Congressional Representative
college and to the publication."
The existing practice of uni.
David Laing, instructor in Eng. ahead and publish it,'' he said..
Catherine May hasalso express.
versal distribution of yearbooks
While Laing stated a sketchy
lish and adviser to AND, also
is wasteful because books are ed dissatiSfaction with AND op.
knowledge of libel laws and also
erations.
commented
on
the
responsibility
given to many students who don't
McConnell was refering to a
of the "Cry" and on newspapers disclaimed any responsibility,
. want them, Kinsey said.
John Kinsey, SGA president,
in general.
"Cry" editorial which charged
Statistics show that students
likewise expressed uncertainty
that.
he
had
interfered
with
ma.
He
admitted
having
a
sketchy
who are really interested in an.
"The administration has· no nuals are mostly freshmen and
terial on the CRIER's editorial ·knowledge of libel laws but said of where the responsibility lie6.
"I'll try to get a· statement
evidence of any use of LSD on seniors, Kinsey contended.
page and to a lette;r written by
he didn't think the letter in the
from the state attorney general
\:!entral faculty member, Clif~
campus at this time," John Sil·
"Cry" was libelous.
Any final decision will probva, dean of students, announced ably result from discussions inford Wolfsehr, which appeared
"You don't print a paper wor. on whether or not the school is
Tuesday,
"Cry"
and
at.
in
Wednesday's
rying
whether it is going to be responsible,'' Kinsey comment.
volving members .. of the SGA
Dean Silva stressed this lack
tributed uncomplimentary re.
libelous. Risk is built into the ed after he had seen the letter
finance commission and rep.
of local evidence as he released. resentatives of the board of
marks to McConnell~ ·
situation. Sure there was acer. and editorial.
AND' responsibility has been
He
continued
by
stating
that
the
a general administration state.
tain risk - but we simply prepublications, Kinsey said.
questioned
f r o m another
sented
the
letter,"
Laing
said.
ment on .the :possible use of LSD
remarks
attributed
to
him
in
the
Under a plan visualiZed by
. source, In their hand-out titled,
and other hallucinogenic drugs . Kinsey, students would sign for
letter were untrue. When ques •
While
speaking
of newspaper
"Ellens.burg Deserves a Reby college students.
tioned about the statement to the
· annuals ·at registration· and pay
responsibility, Laing s a id sponsible Press," AND attribeffect
that
he
had
interfered
with
''We, as other colleges and un.
an ·extra: fee to receive the
that he wasn't sure of the def. utes actions to Congresswoman
iversities, have recently receivbook. The plan would notbring · material on the CRIER editorial
inition of an "official'' news- Catherine May that she denies.
page,
McConell
said
that
the
ed a letter from James L. God~
about any decrease in registrapaper but were the "Cry" an "of· · AND' s handaout stated that a
CRIER .editor and adviser are
· dard, commissioner of Food and
tion fees.
ficial" paper, he would insist telegram was sent by Mrs. May
the•
best
judges
of
the
validity
Drugs, concerning the illicit use
"We've definitely got a gross
concerning Sidney Lens, officer _
on a lot more care.
of hallucinogenic and stimulant infefficiency in this area," SGA of that statement."I think that a greater degree in the AFL-CIO, The band-out
When
questioned
as
to
wheth·
drugs by students," Silva said.
Treasure,I" Larry Meek said.
says that Lens was "an author
"Goddard has asked the colof such importance that Cathlege administration to warn stu.
erine May telegramed -KXLE
dents that the use of these drugs,
about this arrival, also men.
LSD, mescaline and others, is
tioned were the Peace March
extremely dangerous.
and the Viet Nam Learn-In."
"He emphasized that the use
In a letter denyili'tFthe state•
of these drugs have profound ef.
Three-hulldred and· forty men
ments attributed to her,· Mrs., ·
fects on the mental processes,
took the draft test given May
May wrote, ''I do not at this ·
Opposition to a student club recognition policy passed two weeks
and that these drugs may result
14 at McConnell Auditorium; the
time. know who is responsible
ago by the SGA legislature has subsided or at least has become
in permanent mental and physiCWSC testing service announcfor. the statement in this liter.
less vocal, according to SGA President John Kinsey,
cal injury.
ed.
·
ature, but I can assure you of
"I
think
many
people
didn't
understand
the.intent
oHt/'
K!n.
"In light of this information,
Results of this test will be · sey said.
the absolute falsehOQd of the
students are urged to a void the
sent directly to the local .draft
quoted statement;"
"Our intent was merely to keep the control of student organiZause of such drugs, To do otherShe went on to say, "I had
tions in the hands of the students."
wise is to risk serious mental boards. A second test was given
May
21.
no
knowledge, of the arrival in
The
policy
establishes
a
set
of··
criteria
that
any
student
and physical injµry," Silva said.
The third test can be taken
Ellensbur!Yof any Sidney Lens,
club must meet to win the privileges of SGA recognition. 0p.
on June · 3 and a fourth and
or for thilt matter, of the plan•
ponents of the policy, which .contains a clause relegating norifinal test has been tentatively - students to associate membership, have charged ttui.t it will
ned demonstration by any .Pacscheduled for June· 24. The
ifist group, I want you to be ·
broaden the gulf between the college and the outside world.
The SUB will be closed at ,registrati"on deadline for the
aware of the absurdity of the
The opportunity to bridge that gap can come with associate
6 p.m. Friday, May 27 for Me. final test is June 1.
statement in this literature..''
members.Mp, Kinsey said.
morial weekend . and will re.
Applications are now avail.
A copy of this letter has been
Besides, some of Central's sister schJols, notably Eastern,
open Monday, May 30 at 5 p,m,, able in the office of the Dean
sent by Mrs. May to the pres.
have a much stricter policy which withholds recognition frolll any ident. of .. ee.tn.I, Dr. James
Kirby Krbec, Union Building di• , of. Men. or local draft board of•
.·
club involved.with non-students, ~sey conclude~
reetpr, said.
·
·
fices.'
~ooks.

Optional Purchase Of Annual
Recommended ByLegislature

Proof lacking
On LSD Usage

Draft Test Draws
Over 300 Mark

Opposition· TC) Policy Subsides;
Kinsey Offers Explanation

Holiday Hours Set
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.Crier

EDITORIAL ·PAGE:
,,, Spotlight on

Opinion'}~

Irresponsible Press
In past weeks there has been much talk of the '~sponsible'
press that Ellensburg deserves.
We have joined with the SGA legislature and other&endorsing
this principle. .
· .· . .
·
· .
.
.
· Now blatant examples of newspaper trresponS.iblllty have
appeared on campus in two successive issues of the 41.Cry," the
news organ of. AND. AND is a campus club officially tecognizes:f
bySGA,
. - Two weeks ago a "Cry;, editorial claimed, with preciseness
of. a gossip column, that "we have heard that on at least one oc·
casion the editor of the 'Record"' directly interfered with ma.
terial on the CRIER's editorial page.
The charge, repeated again this week, alluded to a decision
actually made by the CRIER editor to delete a portion of a. letter
from Clifford Wolfsehr. · One paragraph described alleged state.
ments from a conversation between Wolfsehr and "Record"
managing editor Doug McConnell.
.
·
McConnell denied making statements attributed to him in the
letter. Without substantiation the paragraph became potentially
·
·
libelous and was deleted,
In light of these facts, the "Cry" charge itself.became po.
tentially libelous to McConnell. . Producers of the "Cry" and
,members of AND were informed of the facts and a retraction
was requested.
·
·
Not only was the request totally disregarded, but the original
Wolfsehr letter was printed in total, including the statements denied
by McConnell.
·
Asked to comment on this development, McConnell called the
statements· "not true" and expressed belief they are "libelous."
Wolfsehr said there were no witnesses· to his conversation
with M.cConnell. AND had no proof.··
Thus, both indictments of McConnell were potentially libelous,
irresponsible, and bad journalism. ·
·
A libel suit might be directed at the "Cry/• AND members
and advisers, or perhaps Central Washington State College or the
SGA or both.
.
Equally important, to those of us who do believe in responsible
-press, this is a shockirig example of student hypocrisy officially
recognized by SGA.
The principle adviser disclaims responsibility for material
printed in the "Cry." We would go a step fUrther and charge
that no one is showing any responsibility in its preparation,
We demand that the SGA legislature force cessation of "Cry"
publication until an adviser with some knowledge of libel laws can
be found to assume responsiblity for its contents. , .
.·.
. Should members of AND persist in this irresponsibility, we
demand SGA recognition of that group be withdravin.

Letters

Coverage Admonish'ed
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CW Student Activities Director Ponders
Place Of College Can1pus Government
By PAUL HART
News Editor
"I've
always ·· ·questioned
whether there is truly a place
for student government on a
college campus," Kirby Krbee,
Central's director of student
activities, said.
"I think ther~ is a place, if
student_ government will solve
its internal problems, earn stu.
dent respect, and bec.ome the
voice of the ·students," Krbec
said. .
·
Krbec has · been director of
student activities here for the
past two years. Officially, he
has been administrator .and CO• .
ordinator of a total activities
program.
This has included
advisorship of student govern•..
ment, management of the SUB,
and planning of the Student
Union Building expansion pro.
gram.
Krbec announced Monday his
acceptance of a position as as.
sistant director of the student
union at the University of New
Mexico. H.e will be leaving at
the end
Summer Quarter.
"I think we've come a long
way with student government at
Central in the past two years,''
Krbec said. He noted ad~velop.
ment of a faith by decision.
makers in the value of the stu.
dent voice. He cited the grant.
ing of a voice on President's

To the Editor:
propriate issues, but certainly,
Ellensburg already has one
enough of this can be found on
newspaper that uses its news
campus and inareas more close.
columns to foster the operator's
ly affecting the student body
personal opinions. Let the Cam. and the college•
P.US Crier remain ·free of the
Also, considering the parents,.
same crime.
you attacked the personal opin·
Your lead story and editorial ions and politics of perhaps
on May 20 had little or nothing half the parents on campus, but
to do with the operationofCWSC
printed not even a world of weland I am sure the SGA or any
come to them except a short
other group on campus would article describing the activities .
. agree that it is not the place of It seems like a rather self.
the Crier to become "Pro.Re.
centered and callous policy .Any
publican" or "Pro-Democrat," .comments?
·
regardless of the personal opin·
Paul W. Marsh
ions of its staff.
Sparks Hall
· I am not taking issue with
what Representative Ford said,
but I do feel that responsible Editor's Note:
journalism, especially ·by a
The purpose of any newspaper, · . The New Congress of Mic·
newspaper published on a state.
owned campus, requires absten. whether state~owned or private,
ronesia has been asking · for
tion from publishing one.sided_ is to make known issues which Peace Corps Volunteers in the
concern
the
public.
When
Demo.
and politically biased stateme:its
Pacific Trust Terrltory and
such as this, unless it is only ctatic -House Leader John Mc. President Johnson has asked
one of a regular series or in Corml.ck or any other represen. that the Peace Corps respond
other way is balanced, with all tative of national stature choses to the request, Jack Vaughn,
to come to this vicinity, they
sides presented.
wm be· gi_ven equal Crier cover. Peace Corps director, Sa.id.
It is additionally unfortunate
Since World War II the United
that you chose Parent's Week· age.
We appreciate the comme;:it States has been interested in
end to print this article and ed.
assisting the Micronesians to
itorial. Many parents (voters about lack of publicity for develop better schools, improve
and taxpayers) may have been Parent's Weekend. However, the health programs . and the
shocked to find that their sons we hope that parents would ap. means of ·economic develop.
and daughters were forced by the plaud rather than admonish a ment.
•
college administration to pay college newspaper which covers
Special 'rrust Territory ap.
SGA fees to supportanewspaper issues that apply not only to the plications and information bro.
_ that allows such political bias students' immediate environ. chures are available in .the Dean
inent but to local, state and na.
in its columns.
of Students Office, Barge Hall •
Controversy is healthy and .tional issues which concern them
No placement tests are re.
beneficial, when presented in as individuals both now and in quired and since most of the
the
future.
proper perspective and_ on ap.
volunteers will be engaged in
teaching, it is. important to enter
into summer. training in order
for volunteers to arrive in the
Published Friday during the schoOI yec:ir except test week and holidays. Entered as second
Trust Territory at the beginning
doss matter at the Ellensburg Post Office. Printed on the Record Press, Ellensburg.
of the school year, Vaughn said.
O' Ann Dufenhorst, Editor-in-chief; Ron Pedee, Managing Editor; Poul Hart, News E,?itor;

ot

Council to SGA President John
Kinsey .as an example of that
faith.
"Now tpere is a free exchange
of .ideas and open communica•
tion · on the problems of · out
college,"· Krbec said.
Historically, there has been
an atmosphere of deception sur~
rounding student governments,
Krbec s;aid. Students have been
told that they manage their own
affairs when, in reality, control
has and must come from the
board of trustees.
Stud.ants have been told that
they havefreedom when, of nee.
essity, they have been very
closely .managed, Krbec said.
The key to effective student
government is ·respect. Indi~
viduals in student government
must respect the capability of
administrators in managing
their areas.
Administrators
·must listen to and respect the
student voice in planning and
directing activity on campus,
Krbec said.
However, to be respected, stu.
dent government must have ac.
cess to decision makers, Krbec

said, To g'ain that access; stu.
dent government must represent
the voice of the stude."\ts.
"In fact, our student representati ves in most cases rep.
resent . themselves or a. closed
group," Krbec charged.
"How can you be a student
voice when you don't represent
the students?" Krbec asked.
.To become the student voice,
student government must be the
place where students come to
make their wishes known. Stu.
dents will do this· only if they
respect their student govern.
ment and this respect will come
only if officers of the student
government have access to· de.
cision makers, Krbec said.
At Central some of-these basic
steps have been taken, Krbec
contended.
Now SGA must
solve its internal problems to
earn student and administration
respect.
"If people decide it's no longer
useful to be a part of student
government then it. would waste
away," Krbec said,
"I think we're well on our way
to effective student government
here," Krbec finished.

Help Needed

C~mpn8

Cr.ier

SOON-TO LEAVE - Kirby Krbec, director of student activities and director of the SUB, will be leaving Central
after Summer Quarter to take a similar position at the Un.
iversity of New Mexico. Krbec came to Central in 1964.
(Photo by Paul Myhre)
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From The President

'Excel'' G~al/SetBy Brooks
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CWSC Professor-Selected
.For MSUResearch Confab·

Dr. R. B. Merkei,.chalrman 'selected fo~ an ~ual Research
Editor'S Note: This is the
. As a state lnstitutton we have
questi0n ~t i~: e.'l:tremely dif.
fourth and .final article of a
obligations to serve a goodnum. ficult to answe:·: ·· At what point of the department .of mathema• Participation Program for Col·
series on. Central by President. ber of studentS . and •to .make .in. gtowt.i. will our. College pro. tics, is one of .10 professors · lege Teachers. · Brooks..
. , · wise and full. use of the revide the best service to both
Dr ..·:Merkel,isinhisfirstyear
Central. should strive to be. sources we have at hand, As .the student and the state?
(
on ·the Centra-1 faculty. He holds
come the best institution of its an' education institution we im~st
It- is doubtful,,if this question
ontempo~ary
.· · .'
degrees from Sacramento State
kind and type in. this .country. be deeply concerned :wt.th the has ever. been answered at any
College · and. ·the Unive,I'.sUy al.
nlis position, which has been ....quality of ttie learning proeess- 'sfa."te"liiStlfutlon' fo
satlsfac~
ISP
California at Davis.
·
advocated consistently by the es we direct and how thisJs re.< : tion of all. However, our prime_
A displa'y of contemporary art
college administration, is bas.ed lated to the ultimate size of ~e··'.: question, the need to excel,_ is prints from Denmark is current. . . The lo-week program atMichon these assumptions: (1) this is
student body. Thus, any dis- . . difficult to answer in any way ly on e~ibtin the SUB.
igan State University this sum. ·
our duty to the taxpayers, (2). cussion of our future leads to.'il. :.eXcept in the affirmative..
.
mer is sponsored. by the Nation. i
all college employees and stu.
· The collection ls 'an.interna. . al SCience Foundation and con.
dents prefer to be associated
tional exchange exhibit sponsor. , ducted by. the MSU Department
with a first-rate·institution, a.nd
ed by theMemorialUnionatOre~ of Mathematics .. It begins June
(3) the conditions the College
gon State University, according 20.
·
.
·
will face in the . years ahead
to John Agars, instructor in art
Work will be offered at both
give us no choice in the matter.
and exhibit coordinator..
- doctoral and post-doctoral levels
It is most difficult to predic~
The exhibit, directed by Dr~ . in algebra analysis and topology.
the future development of ou:r
G_ or_ don w. Gilkey,· chairman of geometry, and participants will
work on their. own individual re.
state. However, .._pla)ming and
th
the Art Department- at OSU, .
. study now tinderway suggest e
consists of ·100 prints •.. Due to search problems.
following: (1) population will .in·
·
·
·
~'The college teacher course, .
.crease by at least ·L5 qiillion · ·
space limitatons .at Central,
one of three conducted across .
by 1985; (2) most of· this .in•'
only two-thirds of these can be_ the country,. is an extension ot
crease Will be in Western Wash.
displayed, Agars said, .
a successful long.term program
ington in urban areas; (3) the
. Also 0~ display is a selectton for high school math teachers,"
population will become propor.
of toys from ·the creative Play• · Dr. Marvin L. Tomber, director
•. tionally younger; (4) the number ·
things exhibit shown during the
of the program, said,
Symposium.
.
other hosts this summer are
seeking higher education will in·
crease rapidly; (5) many new 1 .
Both displays will remain until the university' of Oklahoma and
community colleges and.several
June. i. ·
Illinois Institute· of Technology.
new four.year institutions will ·
be built J.n ~r near the main
"i'
population .centers on the coast,
and (5) the population of our
local county· will -increase very
slowly, possibly by only 10,000
LOOKING. AHEAP•·- Dr • .James .. Brooks, president of
people ·in -the next l!O ·years ..
Central, foresees varied Po~Sibilities for expansion ~and
About 65 per ceri,t of Central's .
growth of the college based on several assumptions.
students are. from Western
"Our future ·looks bright.'' Brooks comments,: "w.e_ ~n
Washington. It is expected that
plan our groWth on a regulated basis.!'
this per(!enlage will rise as the
College ·grows. In the Juture~
say by 11)75, it's possible that
Central, located away from the
major pop~lation centers, will
have stronl!: comPetiton from
new institutions· in Western
By DIC K TRAPP ·
the difficulties of concentration· .
Washington in attracting the best
Copy Editor· . .
in a highly hostile en\rironment.
faculty members and students
·A little world all .· its ·own ·. Anyone considering a visit to
and .in securing operational best describes Central's art de- · one of the paintmg rooms in the
funds.
·
··
.. . . '
' art department would do·. well
partment. .
. If. Central ,has· strength and an
When entering.· the ·painting to listen to some· suggestions
excellent reputation, it will wel- rooms, one is struck by ·a fan- from one who has been there.
come such competitio~. Indeed.
tastic array of sights, sounds · First of all, don't ask any
there could be several ad:van.
and ~smells. One may also be questions. Anyone -who . does,
tages unique to the. College, (1) •struck by ·a fantastic array of will never leave the room with
It could be a sanctuary for . paint, brushes, canvasesorthin- both ears. intact. .
.
· A'rt students,there'.s an easier
learning in an area detached ner if he ventures too close to
Secondly, don't go alone. There
from but still relatively close ' a would-be Picasso.
·
are· rumors of· a roving band
way to keep yo~r budget in balance
to urOO:n agglomerations. (2). Its
With a · cursory examination of sculptors who periodically
campus could be more. inviting of the premises, the layman can raid the painting rooms, carry
By organizing yoJr budget. V::itli a·n NB ofC Special Chee.king ·
aesthetically. (3) Its long his· be· rendered speechless by ob. off lone visitors> cover them
... account, you can .have money when you need it-without
tory and its traditions c_ould . serving the artists · in action. with cement, and display them
worry. Know what you spend and where: No minimum balance .
make it more· interesting and .The gyration of bodies, th~ slap "au naturel'' in the SUB.
..
No service charge. Pay only a dime a check. Check today at
meaningful, and (4)Itssiz~could .of paint, and theawesomenessof
Finally, do not, under any
your nearby office.
·
.
·
..
._
be large enough to assure a good creativity are tremendous~
circumsta~s, loiter in fl'ont
diversity and qliantity of brainOn a typical day,. it is not-, of .any of the impressiomstic
.'NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCENB'C
power and material resources unusual to see ten or twenty works. Students havebeenknown
Member federal Deposit lnsuran~e Corporation
yet small enough to organize people .clad in unbelievably co],. to be grabbed by trolls, or someto prevent .loss of the stu- . orful smocks franticallyproduc. · thing 1 _in the paintings. ·
dent's individual identity.•
.·two-dimensional likenesses
• ..;~.... ;• •.;;..• • • • • •.;iliiliiiiiiiiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•..
With an awareness Of what -ing
of a stiff young man from the
might come and a determina- . P,E; department clad in a swim. ··
tion to excell, our· future looks ming suit. ·
bright. We can plan oµr growth
.. . ·
. · ,e~
0 ,., ,
In aµother part of the room
on· a regulated basis, give atten~ there may or may not be an .in.
11
·
o~\)
Mr~L
Revlon
tion to the learning processes, .· sfrtictor, paint brush in hand,
. ,
0118
.4711
·attempt to overcome our defi· geSturing wildly with it and spi~·
Chanel
ciencies, and enjoy. the know. ting. out terms like subjective
3f
Moonshine
Caron
edge fut we don•t have to build lines, .•composition, originality,
Gin & Bitters .
·Lanvin
an education. supermarket' for clarity, and impressionistic :.
40,000 students. Indeedv· we. overtones.
·
Chanel for Men
Max Factor
should be pleased that other in.
In still another place in the .
®
·
Habitrouge
Guerlain
_Du Barry
stitutions may be established to
same room,•' one may observe '
.IA
·
and
·
help share. the load in higher a solitary. figure .sitting .before
Matchabelli
education, ·
a blank canvas mumbling about
and··

·Art
· eel In SUB
0• Iay

the

PaiRting Rooms MerifCaution

Co·

. "sr

·.

·
1011 ·

.

Gt

0

.

JC.;.ng•1·ISh·, . .. .
. 1(fQthff .
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. Many Others

Congratulations C. W~S.C.
· GRAl>"UATES
'fr·om ·

ELLENSBURG
FLORAL .SHOP
._;;::

•

~Ji;£~

. SEE US FOR THE
Most Complete Line •
of Toiletries in
Central Washington .

~~.%

-:E

SHAVE
COLOGNE

For Fi ne CourteoJs ·Service
of Fair Prices~
3rd and Pearl -NeXt t'o the Post Office

Ph •.. 925.;5559

Your Beauty Hl\alth and Prescription .. Center"
CLARENCE HELGESON and, JOE SCHWAB .
4th and Pine
· ·
·
·
·
925·5344

•

f
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Congress Post
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Publications Cite Q11Cinn .
·For.lnspirati~llAward.••·
~

'

'

,.

'

• " ·;.· •

•

••

'

> '.

'

"

·,

.

'

Nearly 100. Central stUdentS.. 66 ecliUo,n of ''Who'sWhoAiiu'mg.
were reeOirilzed for distinguish• . Stud~nts · in American· Univer•
ed work both in and out of the . . sities and Colleges" also were
classroom at an annUa.1 end·of·
introdUced. .
the-year awards assembly last
Tuesday. . .
'•· · · " . . .
· ·
··
·
Sixty.five of th()se ..clted were:.'
. presented .With19s6~67academ1c ·.•
. scholarships . totaling almost ·
. ..
.
·.
·. .
$10,000. Thirty•oneotherswere · ·
singled outfor their extraordin. . ...
ary achievements in scholastics . .· · ·· ·.· · •
.
.· · ·
·

be ,

.M.IX•
" u·p Pl. aces
.· . ..

wrong
· .·J. ear

µ~~.in . ~irac~~icular ~ctivi-

·

On Programs

·
Th.e. students in turn honored
.
. .
··
three adniinistrators. ...:.. Charles
' ·This• year's graduating class.
of. men; Allee .win be the '75th tograduatefrom
· · J •. Quann;
Low, dean of women; and John
Central. 'i'h:is year's graduation ·
Silva, .acting · d~ of. students. · • programs announce . ·the 76th
Each was presented with.a: stU:.. . graduation ,excercises, and not
dent Governm~t . Association
until next yeai will Centra~ be ·
. Awa.rd.of D!Stinction,
I
celebrating its75thann1Versary'
In addition,. Quann 'was namEid ·
·
·· ··
·
.. winner of the Grier~Hyakem, Iii·
·sound. a little .mixed up? Well,
spirational ~ward given annually
that is exactly what the .whole
by the student newspaper and.·. . situation, amounts. to and what's
·
even worse, · nobody seems .to
yearbook.
knQW 'why •.

., Bansmer and Stephen .Hilza,
·. both Democrats; have announced .,
Uieir bid for the office occupied
by Catherine May, a congress•
woman since 1958. ·
. . .: · . . ·

dean

.

. ...

Dr. Gustav Bansmer, a. Dem• .
ocratic candidate for the 4th ·
. Congressional Districtseat and
·· the Yakima County Democratic
. chairman, . will
the · guest•
. speaker in the SUB on Tuesdily,
May 31at4 p.m. · .
· • Bansmer;s .appearance. on.
campus· is sponsorE!!l .. by. the
Young Detrioerats. ·He will keep
• · · his .. speech on a: general level
because It's so early for a
· campaign, Bruce Colwell; presi·
... dent 'of .. Young .Democrats at
. Central, said~

'

,

........

A:N.

INSPIR..'\,TION ...,..; Dean of Men, James Quann displays ·
.the plaque bearing his name at thea:nnuafawards assembly .
Quann was presented the CRi~R-HYAKEM inspirational·
award by Penny Kinder; Hya:keIIf editor, on the left, and
D'Ann Dufellhorst,· Crier editor. The· two editors each re•.
celved an/engraved pica stick for distinguished service .. ·
on the publications. . .. ·
. · . · (Photo by PaulMyhre)

·.Bansmer. is a . surgeon. at
Grand\iiew . in Yakima Coonty.
Before moVing to the Yakima:
· County~ he received .a B.A. de.·
gree from Columbta Collegeand
M .D. from the College of Phy.
sicians and Surgeons of Colum. ·
bia University •..
Duririg World .War ll he serv
).ed, three .and one half years ·in
the Army Medical Corps with the
...Manhattan .· Project whi~h : re. ,
searc:hed nuclear weapons.
0

Acr,oss .From Safeway ·

•••

Graduation

ServiCing all inClkes TV,
radio; record players. .

wishinavou
..
----------···.congratulations and
Best Wishes In Your
Future Endeavors.

MOST; l>tAMOND.
NEEDL~S.
" ..

.. SPECIAL.····
·GIFT DEPT•

...........
.

. ·.· tOr Graduah.s · · · · ·
:and Graduation
'1.50andup

,'---'

l.Grge . stoek phono ·rec~
ords af discount.. pric~s~
.
'

.~

,

.

~·

': , ,

-,.,

/•

__ -,;

'

. . .. the symbol of achievement .
, •. a beautiful; brilliant Ke~-

. sake Diamond Ring . . .. '. the.
flawless gift ... to last forever.

lclrgest stoek .· reeord
players· in Ellensburg.
:Jih.·9~5~·7~$1:,· ,·

~

-~·

.
'""' R I N

.G S

·c~n,g~at~'atif).~s ·
C.W~s.C:.; Graduates ·"
Corne ln . ondS.ee:Us.

··

. ~p:s.9.kE3•
.. , ·...
..... ·.. .
.. :1t £,G I ST E R E D D. A M 0 N

.·.

',·'

.

BlllNGYOuR
FAMILYINTOSEE'

_.

·

.,

:

BUTTONJEWELERS
.

,SMITT,Y'$

:.:· _

PANCAKE
HOUSE,,
.
.

8th and Water
)

Glee .Concert/ Set
The CWSC Men's Glee Club will present a three part concert .
· Thursday; June 2 in Hertz Recital Hall,
Dr. Joseph S. Haruda, associate professor ·of music will
direct the first and third parts of the program. The;e two~
parts will consist of standard vocal works by Brahms, Bach
and Liszt.
The middle portion of the con.
cert will feature the songs of.
Miteh Miller.
·
Mr. Sam Berger will direct
during this part of the conc.ert
and will be dressed and beard·
ed like Mitch Miller.
The choreography for this spe-

Music Recital
Hosts Quintet
Musicians are rehearsing for
the Woodwind Chamber Music
Recital that will be presented
June 3 in Hertz Recital Hall.
' The concert will begin at 4:00
p.m.
. - .
A woodwind quintet composed
of a flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon and French horn will play
several numbers in the program.
Also on the program is a
large woodwind ensemble which
will play Richard Strauss' "Ser.
enade,'' and a bassoon quartet
which will present ·"Scherzo"
· by Prokofieff.
Small E flat soprano clar·
inets to large B flat contrabass
clarinets are. part of a fourteen
piece Clarinet Choir that will
also perform, The Clarinet·
Choir will play transcriptions ·
from standard works as well
. as music originally composed for clarinet choirs.
All of the woodwind groups
are coached by Raymond L,
Wheeler, assistant professor of.
music.

FAMILY AFF Am - As Danforth Associate at Central, Dr. Chester Keller's job is that of.
making one big happy family of the more than 4, 750 faculty and students at the College. As
evidenced here, Keller is an old hand at family matters. He is hown preparing to take
his family out for a bicycle ride. Keller's fmily includes (left to right) Kristen, 6; Kent,
10; wife Rosemary; and Mary, 7.

Dr. Keller Emphasizes 'Personal Approach'
Both Dr. and Mrs. Keller, who
The "personal approach" in use in buying books, attending ed at the University of Southern
were married in 1952, have spent
learned society ·meetings and California.
higher educatien, or rather the
time working overseas.
He taught for one year at Ashhelping in general to carry out
lack of it, has long been a
cial presentation is by. Mr. Phi]..
Keller spent one year in China
1and (Ohio) College and for four
matter of deep concern to Dr. aims of the program .
. lip Oswald,
and six months in Poland working
Danforth Associates have years at Denison University,
Chester Keller and his wife,
About fifty men will partici•
freedom to chose their own a private liberal arts institution for the United Nations Relief
Rosemary, who recentlybecame
pate in the concert, It ls schect.
and Rehabilitation Administramethods of establishing closer also in Ohio.
/
the recipients of an appointment
uled to begin at 8 :15 p,m.
tion.
Mrs. Keller, who has
relationships wt.th teachers and
The family moved to Ellens.
as Central's Danforth Associ.
taught in the Ellensburg schools,
students,
Keller explained. burg and Dr. Keller joined the
ates, The program is operated
These might include open CWSC ·Philosophy Department instructed for two and one-half
by the. Danforth Foundation, a
years in Nigeria.
houses, discussion groups, in· in 1960,
non-profit philanthropic organdividual associations with stu.
ization
which
seeks
to
strengthen
Elections were recently held in
dents or, in the Kellers.' case,
.
dormitories for new living group education.
perhaps even a picnic outing or
The
Associate
Program
is
depresidents for the coming school fined by Keller as "an attempt two.
year.
Keller admits the Danforth
to encourage teachers to engage
The new presidents are John in closer re1ationships with stu- Program is limited, but he eyes
Dennett, Alford; Kobe Habel»
dents in order to enrich the per. it as "a highly laudable attempt
Barto; Dave Lentz, Beck; John
sonal dimensions of. education.'' to nurture and extend the per.
Park, Carmody; Garry Guinn,
Sounds like a mighty big order, sonal encounter."
Gift Items
Many
Elwood; Jann Serier, Glyndauer;
Keller did his undergraduate
but working closely with faculty
Donna Hayward, Hitchcock; and and students should not add. a work at Bridgewater (Ohio) Col·
" See
Susan McKinstry, Jennie Moore.
radically new dimension to the lege where / he was graduated
Also elected were: Lynn HyKellers' lives. They have al. summa cum laude (with highest
att, Kamola; Gerry Buckley,
ways encouraged a closer tie honors). · His graduate work,
Kennedy; Gini Barbee, Ander- between the two groups andhave culminating in the M.A. and
son; Jlll Ogle, Meisner; Glen
welcomed many a student ·and · Ph.D. degrees, was accomplish·
Paget, Middleton; Bill Faust,
associate into their home.
Munro; Joyce Copp. Munson .. ·
From June through September,
when he is away from his job
Mike Fleming, North; Bill Mil·
ler, Stephens; Sharon Collman~; as chairman of the Central phiLo
'osophy
department, Keller
Sue Lombard; Dave Douglas,
works as a park ranger in the
Sparks; Ray Gallant, Whitney;
Chief Ranger's Office atYellow.
and Pat Annis. Wilson.
stone National Park. The job
Sleek, tough, ready to tackle anything. The
with cross-over pipes; skid plate, higher bars
fits right in with his interests.
brand-new
Honda
160
Scrambler,
a
winning
and
heavy-duty telescopic front forks. And for
So does the Danforth appointment. "The problem in higher
combination of the great Honda Overhead
safety's sake, its perfectly matched brakes
Plans are underway for next
education is the dimension of
Camshaft
160cc
four-stroke
engine
and
are
the biggest, surest in the business_ The
year•.s homecoming held on Oct.
the personal approach,'' Keller
28-29.
observed. "I welcome this op.
Honda's special extra-rugged tube frame. ,
Honda CL-160: An all-new 160cc Scrambler
The Tiajuana Brass · and a portunity, as I am, very sympa.
Tr~ditional Honda styling features, too,
that's perfect for off-the-road ,or street use.
parade are the featured plans · thetic with such aims.''
for next year's homecoming,
Dr. and Mrs. Keller will serve
Steve Markham, social vice
a two-year term, Officially be.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS-THE.HONDA CL-160 SCRAMBLER
president, said, Also scheduled
ginning with a conference late
Will be the annual dorm Sign
this, summer ill Muskegon, Mich.
Engine ............. ·.... Four-stroke OHC Twin CyL
Tires.
..........
. . Front: 2.75 x 18
There they will be acquainted
competition, the crowning of. the
(Universal) Rear: 3.00 x 18
BHP/rpm . .16.5@ 9,500.
more fu,Ily with the program:.
queen, the holllecoming dance,
Bore & Stroke .. _...
Carburetion ... . .
. . Two 20mm piston'-valvetype
. ....... 50mm x 41mm
In addition to the trip, the
and the game against Portland
Compression Rati~ ..
..... 120 mpg (approx.)
Fuel consumption .· _
. ... :8.5:1
Kellers will receive $325 for
State College.
SAM B.ERGER

c

Officers Eleded

HALLMARK Graduation Cards
Olympia Typewriters

"Different"

North Stationers

Now, a160cc Scrambler from Honda!

Homecoming Slated

Max. Speed (approx.)

Weight (dry) .......... .

.. 76 mph

.282 lbs.

Transmission.

. Forward 4-speed. Constant-mesh

Clutch ........· .. : ............ Wet Multiplate Type

CONGRATULATIONS TO C.W.S.C.
GRADUATES from-.

J(egaJ2oJge

MOTEL

300 West 6th Avenue

<Ellensburg/Washingt~n
ROBE::RTA HAIRE, Monager

98926

Phone
962-9861 (509)

JOHNSON'S HONDA

408North

MatnStre•

\
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College Ends;
Hassle Begins

CWSC Grads Receive
VariQus Teaching· Posts

Past Students
Serving With
Peace Corps

ln February the PlacementOf.
Houston, secondary ._business
A recent visitor to cwsc,
ed., Bellevue,
Peace Corps Recruiter Sam fice scheduled interviews with
many Washington and out~of.
John Jute, elementary, Olym.
Stokes, announced that 10 form.
er Central students presently state school districts. After pia; Dorthea F. King, elemen°
BY JOHN DENNETT
that date students begin signing t.ary, Kennewick; Chanelle Keith·
are serving overseas with the
corps in nine different coun° contracts to teach. The follow. ahn, elementary, Highline, Ste~
ing students have already "sign~ phen Kuchin, elementary, An·
tries.
Summer's almost here! ••• Time for fun-••• Time to go
Stokes, an alumnus oI Yale ed" for the coming school year:
acortes; Lois Lakso, secondary
University who himself spent
home • • • Time to relax ·• • • Time to worry about grades?
home economics, Ketchikan, Al·
Fred C. Anderson, secondary,
. • . Time to earn enough· money for next year? • • . Time to . two years as a Peace Corps
Bellevue; Gail Anderson, elemaska;
Marie Lappin, sec.
fight with the family? . . . Did school ever look so good?
· volunteer on the Ivory Coast entary, Olympia; James B.
ondary vocational home ec
of Africa, said an additional ·Adams, secondary, Mabton;
onomics, Marilyn McKinstry,
Parents' weekend comes but once a year, and that's maybe - 18 former CWSC class-goers Dean Allgood, speech therapy,
elementary, Bellevue.
Tacoma; James Asmussen,_ el·
its best point. One student reported to his !ri~nds that he liked
recently completed two - year
Ron Munson, elementary, Belhis pi.rents • • • when he was here in Ellensburg and they were
stints.
ementary, Tacoma; Joan Rae levue; Matthew Ken Mackie,
in Seattle. Munro Hall was completely truthful when they put
The current volunteers and Anderson, secondary,_ Highline. health and physical ed., Fort
Raymond
Beamish, math· St, John, B.C.; Paul Myhre,
up their sign for the weekend .which read "Welcome Parent$"
their countries of service were
science, Puyallup, James E. secondary industrial arts and
identified as Eleansor Beatty,
One of the Bouillion book-keepers reported "Paris Match's"
Bennetsen, secondary, Lake math, Puyallup; DorothyMuller,
Pakistan; Paul J. Bolt,' Domin·
Washington; Julie Blair, elem· Spokane; Dean Mondor, elemen.
May 7, 1966 issue has a photograph of a completely nude male
ican Republic; Garred A. Giles,
entary, Bellevue; Marilee Broth· t.ary, Yakima.
on its cover in full color. You can rest assured, however, that
Columbia; William Hundley, St.
· the Frenchmen . haven't given up the female figure as their
ers, secondary, Yakima; Dar·
Lucia; Robert W, Morgan, Ecu
Robert Nelson, industrial arts,
rell Balthazor, special ed., Ta· Seattle; Robert Nicholson, el·
favorite pin~up. The "Match's" cover model is about one year
ador; Philip A. Peterson, Mal·
old.
·
'
'
coma; D. Thomas Buckner, phy. ementary, Renton; Joe Piche, in.
aysia; Dorothy Pugh, Ethiopia;
Roberts. Purser, Peru; William sical ed., Franklin Pierce; Keith termediate, Yakima; Steve PollA music major_ reports that it takes a lot of intestinal forti·
Seraile, Ethiopia; and Calvin D. o. Brown, speech and therapy, ack, elementary, Monroe; Gloria
South Bend; Jean_M. Bisschoff, Prevost, intermediate, Anacor·
tude to string a .violin. What he really said was: "It sure takes
Zinkel, Thailand.
a lot of guts to string a violin."
Among the recent returnees elementary, Yakima; and __ Vir· tes; Barbara Reynolds, chem is.
ginia -·Brumfield, elementary, try, Forest Grove, Ore.; Joanne.
were Doris G. AltiZer, Brazil;
A rumor heard around campus insists that . friends· of the
Terry P. Anderson, "Ghana; Irv~ Camas.
Rice, elementary, Marysville;
Marcile L. Cohen, secondary, John T, Rosmaryn, elementary,
local city pi.per are going to picket "Cry" distribution points after,
ing R i Borden, Malaysia; John
of course, having a march supporting Ellensburg's responsible
c. Epler, Dominican Republic; Vancouver; Marilyn Jane Clark, Tacoma; Bruce Russell, second·
press.
·
Harold V. Fish, Pakistan; Bruce secondary, Richland; William W. ary, Vancouver; Jim Saari, in·
c. Guiwits, Bolivia; Joanne E. Conley Jr., elementary, Ta· · ermediate, Clark County, Nev.;
coma; Betty Ann Chandler, el· 'James M. Scott, secondary PhY·
Former college newspi.per editor, Richard Goldstein, writing
Hoyt, Malaysia.
in the "Saturd3.y Evening. PosP'. about "Drugs on the Campus,"
Milton D. Jones, Liberia; Ela· ementary Yakima; GeorgeCass, sical education and vocal music,
reading,
Port Bellevue; Sandra Sorenson, el·
offered one interesting statement: "On Friday afternoon many
nor H. Jones, Liberia, Monika secondary
Laturnus, Turkey; James L. 01. Angeles; Yvonne -- Charbonneau,
ement.ary, Shoreline; Mary Lou
Southern campuses undergo. what is referred to as T .G.I.F . Physical Ed., Bellevue; Kemme Swanson, elementary, Eaton·
son, Malaysia; Joyce A, Rus
Thil.nk God It's Friday. The drinking, to hear students tell it,
sell, Ethiopia; Wilfred D. Ser- Caldwell, elementary, Highline;
begins Friday afternoon and ends Sunday evening, around cur·
ville.
.
Erin
Caldwell,
secondary,
aile, Liberia; Tom N,Sisul, Iran;
Diane Skeen, elementary, Ch~·
few." To hear some Sweecy students talk, we must be on a
James F. Talbert, Kenya; Wal• Shoreline; Mary Lou Connolly,
lan; Darren Sipe, secondaryphy·
. college following the Southern tradition.
ter R. Toop, Brazil; Mary E. special ed. primary, Tacoma;
sical education Issaquah; Philip
One of Barto boys trying to describe his latest conquest to Wippel, Morocco; and James Terry Cont.ant, elementary, Bel· Smith, physical .education and
levue; Judy Chamberlain, elem.
mecpanical drawing, Hilo; Pa·
his room mates said she was "nicely reared." He also said, H. Zagelow, Venezuela.
Stokes said the Peace Corps ent.ary, Beverton, Ore.
tricia Sugden, secondary physi"She wasn't half bad from the front either." ·
·
Leone Davis, elementary,
is currently engaged in projects
cal education, Naches; Douglas
utilizing over 300 skills in 46 'Lake Washington; Gayle L• Da· ,Sample, arts and crafts and in°
Con Bunde, former Hyakem staffer, now off student teaching,
dustrial arts, Highline; Judy
different geographical locations. vis, elementary, Yakima; Jan.
is the author of an article in the April "Alaskan"Magazine.
Smedley, elementary, Auburn;
He credited the Central volun· ice Demmon, elementary, Ed·
The article is about goat hunting in the Alaskan hills, where
Roger Stansbury, vocal music,
teers with "helping to build the monds; Edw~rd H. Euken, secBunde bagged a big one. Bunde, whose wife was in the "Wonderful
Selah;
Janet
Sater, . elimage oI the U.S." and with ondary, Edmonds; William R.
Town" production, reports ·that fiis hunt· was "the good, clean
ementary, Tacoma; Linda Stro.
"having a first.hand part in Fields, elementary, Puyallup;
thing to do, and I shot the beast in a good, clean w_ay, ~oo."
bel, elementary, Bellevue; Ger.
helping others to develop to Judy Fassbind, elementary, Puy.
allup; Carolyn Fletcher, elem.
ald Smith, secondary industrial
their fullest potentialities."
One last comment: Would you believe that a gossip colum•
ent.ary, Issaquah; Robert A. Fletarts, Vancouver; BillR,Stewart,
nist is one who writes another's wrongs?
cher, secondary, Issaquah; Jim
elementary, Snoqualmie.
Fielder, secondary biology and
Kathy Thomas, elementary,
Tacoma; Thomas Lee Thomas,
The Placement Office has re. coaching,. Tillamook, Ore.
Lynn Goodwin, elementary,
secondary physical education,
ceived, and placed on the counter
Hoquiam; Margaret Truttman1
for use, a ~opy of the 1966 Tacoma; William E. Gibbons,
elementary, Elna;_ Tom Tipton,
Pacific Northwest Employment secondary, Yakima; AnnekeGer
lings, elementary, Monterey,
elementary, Tacoma; Richard
Directory.
Calif.; John Himilton, secondary
Toulouse, social studies, lanCome in and see us about a s-pecial
industrial arts, Junction City,
guage arts, Olympia; Donald
deal on a new car.
Ore.; Buddy Heimbigner, interVanderpool, elementary, Stevenmediate, Beaverton, Ore.; Mary - son; Robert Van Dorge, elemenHemphill, kindergarten, Belletary, Battleground; John M.
vue; Patricia Helm, elementary,
Veak, secondary special ed.,
Highline; -Marla Holan, elemen.
Auburn; M. Eugenia Vespier,
to us and to you that all of our better cars are.proelementary, Richland.
·
t.ary, Shoreline; Judy Harris, el·
cessed for starting; steering · and stopping. It insures
ement.ary, Tacoma; and Roberta
Clayton H. Weir, elementary,
safety and dependabi Iity.
,Battleground; Harold Walker,
secondary science physical ed.,
'65 Ford custom 500, 2 dr., '60. Volkswagen bus, lots
Seattle; James E, Williams, sec250 hp. V-8, std. trans, -of room, good condition
ondary industrial arts, Issaquah;
,............· ..... $1295
. only 12,700 mi., new warMelanie Wilcos, elementary
4~ N. Pine
music,
Cashmere; Marilyn
ranty ............ $1995
'60 Ford, 4 dr., V-8, auto
Westover, elementary, Everett;
................. $695
'65 Ford, 4dr, auto PS, .
La wt'ence White, secondary Eng.
................ $2195
lish, _Tacoma; Lonny Wildman,
'59 Ford 4dr, V-8, ciuto.
elementary physical education,
'64 Chev Bel Air, sta. wag................. $499
W. Franklin Connell; Lona wu.
days a week
on, V-8 .......... $1895
Iiams, secondary English and
'to serve you bette_r
'59 ford wagon, auto $499
journalism, Naches Valley; Jam'63 Ch~v Monza Spider, 4
es Yancy, elementary, Wenat·
SUNDAY-12to 5
speed ............ $1395 '58 Chev 4dr, V-8, auto.
chee •
. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . $299
:63 Mercury, 4dfi auto, PS,
_Next
year's
homecoming
PB
"· · · · · · · · · · · · · $l 695 '58 Mercury 4dr, PS, PB,
chairman has been selected ac.
auto.
. ............ $499
cording to Social Vice-Presi·
'63 'Chevrolet, 4dr, V-8,
dent, Steve Markham.
7
PS, auto, ·sharp in appecic.
·
Chev
·
w
t
d
5
.agon,. s an .
$ 1 ., 95
The appointment oI Gary Guinn
fil'C"1J teq
ance · · · · · · · · · · · · · "
trans., good transportation
to the position was made after
OPEN
24
HOURS
............... ·... $399
consideration oI all the appli.
C~icken
'5 8 Volkswagen 2dr, ,. sharp
cants.
·
in appearance & condition
BANQUET ROOM
"It is fairly obvious why Guinn
................ ,$645 '57 Ford Ranchero, std trans,
received the appointment - he
sharp in appearance .. $795
was the chairman of· last year's
SPACE & SERVICE AVAILABLE
'62 Ford XL-500, 2 dr. H/T,
/,
homecoming, and this type of
FOR SPECIAL PARTIES
5 new W/W. Low mileage '55 Mercury H/T. Cpe $299
AND BANQUETS
job naturally requires a maxi·
...... , ......... $1495·
Our
mum of experience/' Markham
Speedy
"FOOD WITH A REPUTATION"
said,
'61 MG 1600 with H/T 21 ft. Keen house trailer, gas
Specialty
Guirui accomplished a great
.................. $99_5·and electric, l_ike riew $1895
FOR COCKTAILS
deal last year. He has some
VISIT-OUR NEW
After hours call Gene Secondi 962-9207..,-Dutch Giersch
very good and different ideas
4 Blocks
MODERN
......_.......__
W. of . College
for this year and I'm sure that
962-2168-Les Storlie 962-2976
U. S_ Hwy. JO
he will carry them out, Mark.
---~
at.Jct. of U.S.
Hwy. 97
ham said.
Ellensburg
Restaurant Dial
Guinn will be responsible for
962-9977
6th and Pearl
Ph. 962-1408
GALAXY ROOM • 962 •9908
organiZing all homecoming ac.
!!llillmmmmmmammmam•••••!ll!!I•~~•·
tiviues,-...•.•....• , ..... .
.i;,,:;:t<
lltJ!Jil'Jii,)l.f"Jo.IJ
0

0

0

-------

Diredory Available

PROSPECTIVE TE-ACHERS

0

1

"IT'S VERY IMPORTANT''

SPROUSE REITZ
-OPEN-

·7

Chairman Chosen

KELLEHER MOTOR CO.

q11l11x~ ~"""'
•

,,~;,

1

,-,

..

j./JJ/Ji~~t-ri!~&ltt.i:6ill•1A!l.&AA.!.
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.OPEN .

a.A.M. lo a P.M. MON.THRO FR1.
11 A·.M. TO 4 P.M. SATURDAYS

Be Sure To Check Our

END OF THE YEAR ·

''

,,
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Sweecy In

Review··~·

...

·ThafWaS T~e Year That.Was, 1965~·66.
'>

'•

>

••

•

•

'

One· ~· the highlights of Fall Quarter is the annual play. This year the Greek tragedy,
"Oedipus· Rex,''' starring Mike Nevills, senior, opened to a receptive audience as man's
futility in combating fate was revealed, Richard Leinaweaver, assistant professor of drama~ directed the production.
.
·
.. (Photos bf. John Dennett,

'Man Playing' Underway

'.I'he fourth symP<>sium . in a series, "Man Play~", ,
opened ·. to a standilli room only · audience for
Margaret Mead's kick·off presentation~ Later :in the.
·W&ek, · attendance was .still high as David ~-' · in·

s};ructor ·of English (above with the microphone) led .
sympasium panel with the main speakers Nelson
Algren, fourth from the left, Max Kaplan, seventh
from the. ieft, and Martha Wolfenstein, ~ext fo,Kaplafu, .. ····
~-

_ Pulling out with .a burst of extra ·energy, SparkS Hall managed to defeat.
other 1men•s -dormitories for the chariot race in the annual Sweecy weekend. Other activities included a calf riding contest, greased pig chase,
·greased pole. cµmb andaBattleofthe_Bands'dan~e. (Photo by Paul Myhre) . ·

Representing North Hai1,
prett}' Linda· Reindel, senior,
Captured the 1965 homecom.
.· ing queen title shortly before
homecoming' activities which
included the winning game
against Pacific. Lutheran •

. Pr~xy )Takes Over

·sweecy Weekend

/;

..t

Stodent . Production

Frosh Orientation

The year began in that old traditfoilll.1 style with freshmen
be.decked in their beanies, pencil and five carbons in.
hand, as they muddled through line after line at registration in hop~s of acquiri_ng a satisfactory .class schedule.

.

.-,

. ..:.. ~ .

SGA elections ended in a Victory for JohnKlilsey, (on the right) a junl~r ,
from Keiu1ewick, who was rwiningfor student body president on the Campus
Progressive Party ticket. Out.going president, Roger Gray, (above)
hands o.ver his gavel. with a f~rm hand clasp as his last official act.
_ Kinsey's· ter!D: bega.Il this quarter.. and. will continue -until.next spring,

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, May. 2'.7, 1966 ·

Looking In Reverse . ·

·.Page 9

·.Varied Activities· Make··•. Fruitful··.Quarters

Book\vorm

Studying in the Samuelson Union Building is a
common sight, , ev~ during the ·Christmas
season, as this bookworm· shows as he sits
·beneath a portion of the Merry Christmas sign
displa)'.ed in the C:::age.
·

·Military B,all Beauties

The Community and campUs alike, kept a watchfUl eye over
construction projects beginning intermittently dur,ing the
year. The latest project nearing completion, (pictured .
above) is the nine-story high-rise dormitories on lower
campus. Construction was once interrupted due to tech· .
nical difficulties. but resumed without much delay~

Seven beauties competing in the biggest social activity of the year, the Military Ball, were ,
(from left) Gretchen Klinkert, Marilyn Kirina.rd, Sheri Wychoff, Charlann Forbes, Karen
Krank, Sandy Orme and Sharon Sands. Title for· Queen of the Military Ball went to Karen
Krank, a freshman from Bellevue.

· Las Vegas Night, where •students get the big chance to
try their full.proof theories and demonstrate how to beat
Lady Luck, comes once every year during Winter Quarter.
Co-sppnsored by several 'dormitories, one of the major
events is the strip show.

· Sl)nny Day Peace March
Peace marchers turned out in double file thiS ~uarter to express. theii' feelings. on the \var in
Viet Nam.. Walking from the post office to lower earn pus, the marchers were. joined by counter·
protestors, also displaying signs, These advocated support of the men in Viet Nam and.reo
quested, "Commies~ go home.''
.

J

, .··

.

Profes~or Tells Motto;

, CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, May 27, 1966

Spring Social
Adivities Set
To Year's End

Reveals Background

A man is only what he makes
movement of my horse. The
of himself.
horses I trained on were all
From the age of eight, Jacques thoroughbreds and they wereWachs, .assistant .professor of
very wild and high strung. You
foreign languages, has been fol· had to learn what the horse
By this time in the quarter,
lowing this motto.
most minds turn to decipher•
waS going to do and become
At this early age, Wachs was part of him."
ing what the profs are going to
orphaned when his father was
After 3 years of training Wachs
include on the finals test-but
killed in a Nazi concentration was allowed to put on the "silks"
there are still some social accamp. Friendly neighbors shel· of hi1f stable and become an ap.
tivities left before ·the quarter
tered him in their home.
·
prentice jockey.
ends.
After
the
war
this
orphan
work.
The morhing of his first race
The campus films include:
ed at many different jobs and ac. he was riding a horse around the
"The Fall of the House of Ushe
quired many skills. Finally after. track when it became wild and
er," tonight, "Lillth"tomorrow
much hard work and determina. threw him to the ground break·
night, and next. week "Good
tion he received a degree iii ing three of his ribS. Without
Neighbor Sam" and "SUmnier
foreign languages from the Uni· teluilg anyone he still raced that
Holiday." The only foreignfilm
versity of Paris.
afternoon ·and came in third:
left this quarter is "Ashes and•
"I taught languages in France
"The biggest thrill of .my life
- Diamonds" to be shown Thurs.
for a few years until l had a was the first racelwon.''Wachs
day at 8 p,m,
Said. ___ ''It usually takes an ap.
chance to come to .the United
States," Wachs explained. "It prentice jockey 20-30 races to
If interests lean toward music,
was my goal to come to this win, yet lwon on my third race
>till available are: Jim Dewey's
and this got me going pretty
country and I made it."
senior recital, Sunday 4 p.m.,
Ignorant of. the English langu. good.''
Orchestra and Choir concert
In. 1958, Wachs left the track
age this determined man landed
Tuesday 8:15 p,m,, student re.
in Seattle where he went to work and .he hasn't returned to this
cltal, Wednesday 7 p,ni,
at the Berliz School of Foreign day. "Racing gets into your
Languages. While in Seattle, blood and soon you become ad·
Men's Glee concert 8:15 p,m,
Wachs got interested in jumping dicted to it. 1- was asked to go
Thursday and the Woodwind
horses. He soon became very to Florida and Chicago to race
':hamher recital at 4 p,m, on
good at this and started putting but not wanting to be away from
Friday. All musical programs
on·. -shows for society people. my family, I gave up racing."
will take place in Hertz Audi·
The retired rider then started
Wachs left Seattle to continue
Tomorrow the NAIA track
teaching at UCLA, He taught
his
schooling
at
UCLA.
"While
meet . takes place at Yakima,
at UCLA I needed money to con. there five years until this fall ·
;md next weekend the National
tinue my education. So I de. when he came to Central.
~AIA track championshipwillbe
JVach Jias been very active
cided
to fry my luck at becom.
l:leld in Sioux Falls, South I>a.ing a professional rider and I since coming here. He found.
EX.JOCKEY - Among the many varied interests of Jacques
ltota,
.
'
found it . to be very rewarding.'' ed the French Club, which is
Wachs, Central foreign language professor, is horse racing.
If you still haven'tfound someopen to the entire student body
Wachs refers to a jockey as a
He isaformerprofessionalrider, Wachs'termfor a jockey.
'hing to your liking, the Select.
· and students in French from El.
professional
rider.
.
"In
my
Writing
is
another
of
his
interests
..
He
is
working
on
sev
ve Service Test will be given
travels around the world I have lensburg High School. This club
eral books, one of which has been purchased by a film
J.t 8 a.m. Friday, in Hertz Re·
come to realize that many people presents plays in French with
company for production,
eital Hall.
associate the _word jockey with English resumes and. discus.
gambling and the underworld,'' sions following.
962-2312
George, Dorothy & Lan Mills
"What students. learn at these
he . commented. "However,
every . time a jockey rides 4 is very beneficial, We also
or. 5 cameras are on him to show movies, slides and bring
make sure that he does not com- in guest speakers who tell about
Applications 'a.nd information
the country.'' Wach said,
mit a foul."
concerning the 1$7.0 9 Marshall
At 5 feet 11/2 inches, Wachs
80 acre
Wachs lives on
Scholarship awards are now
is tall for a jockey; Yet he was
ranch and hopes. in the future
available in Lind Science Hall,
considered such a goodprospect to raise cattle and a few thor104.
that he was signed to a contract oughbred horses. His house
Established in 1953, the Mar·
with Rex Ellsworth, the owner of is decorated with .·may of his ·
shall Scholarships program was
created by the government of the "Swaps," one of the all-time hobbies and collections. He has
great racing thoroughbreds. pipes .from all over the world
United Kingdom "as.an expres.
Ellsworth is considered by the
which he smokes. He also likes
sion of gratitude for Marshall
experts to have the best horses
to paint, fish, hunt, and collect
Aid;"
Ellensburg, Wash.
Fourth and Main
and personnel in racing. One of
skeleton parts of animals.
·
· Appli~r.nts must be graduates
Waclis has also acted in the
his j0ckles is WillieShoemaker1
of an accredited college or uni•
the world's bes( rider.
movies and theatre. He helped
versity in the United States and
"I never had a day off for write the screen play of the
under a> years of age.
three years," explained Wachs,
movie "The Victors "
The application deadline for
''Each morning it was up at 3
However he is n~t the only
the 1007.09 awards is oct. 22,
to practice and get to know every · star in the family. His son
1$6,
Patrict, who is a 4th grader
at Hebeler Elementary School,
is under a contract with MGM.
Fresh Grade A Milk
Patrict has starred in the tele
vision show Combat and done
much advertising.
Wachs, who dresses in ivy
'league fashions and drives a big
GRADE A MILK-72c GALLON
Cadiilac convertible considers
himself a self.made man. He.
Open 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. Daily
is writing a couple of books on
419 West 15th-Woldale Road
his life. He has already had
an· offer to make a movie out
. of.one.·
·
''I like to write and this is one
of the reasons I became a teach·
. er. I plan to write a. book of
poetry which is my second love,"
Wachs said. "However the pri
mary reason why l became a
teacher is that I love to teach
and I get alorig very well Wtth
students." ·
·

a

0

Marshall Grants
·Open To Women

a

Tie a string
to Summer's
smartest.shoe
fashion!

0

Winegar's Drive-In Dairy

HUNGRY?

~

. . and·. you'll live a young and lively summer

whether you travel mile after mile or spend your

.Try Our Delicious•
194 Hamburger

time at home. Light grey suede..

Only
495

,Mundy' s family Shoe 'Store
'5,hoes for the E.!1!ir•

~amily'

ARCTIC CIRCLE

0

Concert Scheduled
For Month's End
A combined orchestra and
,choir concert will be held at
8:15 p,m, in Hertz Recital Hall
on Tuesday, May 31.
The orchestra will perform
for the first half of the program
and will then .be joined by the
choir.
The combined choir and or.
chestra will then do. a contem.
porary selection, composed by
Vincent Persichetti, called "Sta.
bat Mater;"
·
Dr. Wayne s. Hertz, chairman
of the music department, will
conduct the orchestra and
Charles Fuller. will direct the
choir.
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KEN CUNNINGHAM

LAURA JOHNSON

BOB STANTON
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ANDY STROM

KA THIE TAYLOR

Central Students Hash ()ver 'FroSh Hazing'
ByJOHN DENNETT
Staff Reporter
Freshman orientation has been
a subject 'of discussion, debate,
and official perusal for some.
time.
This Spring, the SGA passed a
resolution announcing that they
would 'no longer order "beanies"
which dorms usually boughtfrom
them in the fall. They also sug.
gested that dorm officers try
and follow some new orientation
plans rather than the· somewhat

vague past traditions. The al.
leged "beanie ban" caused much
comment, some of which we
tried to report here.
"Orientation is lot of trouble
for the dorms to go through.
The Frosh will get 'oriented'
by themselves sooner or later,
but I suppose somebody should
help them. Upperclass rank
should stand for something and
should have some privilege. The
Frosh nee,1 to find their place

on campus and maybe orienta.
tion can help them," Ken Cun.
ningham, off campus senior and
history education major com.
mented,
"Beanies we can do without,
but we need to have orientation
so people have a chance to.
meet other people. We need to
have a friendly get.to-know each
other atmosphere for fall quarter, Frosh orientation should
be a chance for the new stu.
_ dents to get to know the campus
and other students,'' Laura John.
son, an Anderson Hall freshman
and elementary education major
said.
"I'm for beanies but emphatic·
ally against hazing. Exchanges
with the girl's dorms for meals
and so forth, maybe night· exercises, and so on, but no ex.
tremes where someone mightbe
hurt. Have a Kangaroo Court
and so on, but I think advise.
ment sessions wfth the upper.
classmen who have been here
before are much more. import.
ant," Beck Hall, freshman, Bob
Stanton, stated.
"Well, it seems the orienta.

tion is just getting the new men
and women togeiher like having
the fellows escort the gals to,.
dinner~
A lot of kids skipped
the stuff last year, but some.
thing is needed to showthefrosh
how things work on campus.
Upper class advisement should
be stressed more," Kathie Tay.
1013, Anderson Hall frosh, re.
sponded.
"Orientation should not be a

negative process. We should
show them what college is about.
not haze them. They need to
get the idea that they aren't
in high school anymore, and
things really are different in
college, Hazing probably only
alienates some people when in·
stead orientation ·should introduce them to college life," Andy
Strom, an Alford r;al1 junior
commented.

Low Cost Insurance
COVERING

Autos-Hondas-Houses
Liability-Accident
Fire-Life
-LOW ELLENSBURG RATES-

DON JONES INSURANCE

OFFICERS ELECTED - New AssociatedWomen'sStudents
executive officers for the coming year are (fro~ left)
Pam Brook, secretary; Mar_ianne Pillers, executive vice.
president~ Mary Ellen Bugni, president; Lynne Losnegard,
social vice-president; Kathi Davis, treasurer. (Back row
left) Martha Fegan, historian; Susan Legg; Ginger Gallant,
social commissioner; and Susan Brown, editor. Not pic·
tured are Barbara MacPhail, advisor and Louise Loutsis,
·
(Photo by Paul Myhre)
social commissioner.

:~tJJ:~

CAN THE.
COLLEGE
GIRL
COPET

ENTERTAINMENT

In June Redhook,

At Its
FINEST
·With •••

college girls
from nine colleges
tell why they
question the sexual codes
of their parents , . ,
what they hope
to gain from their so-called
"freedom" .• , and how the
"sweetness and terror"
of this moral liberation
.has created new problems
to replace the old.
Don't miss this frank,
revealing article in June

JERRY
AtThe
-PIANO

APPEARING 1 'til Midnight
FRI. & SAT. NIGHTS

RED BOOK

Enioy

A Perfect Wedding!
Make your wedding a success too-send Art
Point wedding invitations; you will be so glad
you did.
Come in and see the cpmplete selection of .
wedding invitations and wedding accessories
styled for you by Art Point Studios, "The House
of Weddings."
'14.95 for 100 and up; double envelopes;
footnotes no extra charge.
Freel With our compliments,
• Virginia Courtenay's Etiquette
book. Ask for your copy.

FREE I

The

Pleasant
Atmosphere

JONELLE
Will
Serve
You
With The.

Finest In
The Magazine
Young Adults

OFFICE SUPPLY

Now on Sale

Phone 925-9311

DINNERS

for

Capital Printing and
412 N. Pearl

310 N. Pine

WEBSTER'S
RESTAURANT
and BRAND ROOM

'}''.

Ne.w Faculty JYlembers
AppOinted For 196.6-67

NEARING COMPLETION - Despite delays such as canvas fire atop the .building and .techni·
cal difficulties construction on the 'new nine-story high-rise residence halls shows consider•
able promise fuat the building will be completed on schedule. ·central's.director of housing
has outlined many new comforts that. will be included in the dormitories.

The following· have been named
as new additions to .the Cen•
tral ·faculty and staff for 1966· .
67:
Ronald Leroy Aguirre, Lecturer of Foreign Languages,
B.A., University of Colorado.
William Herbert Desmonde,
Associate Professor of Philosophy, B.A., New Y_ork Univer.
sity; M.A., Ph. D., Columbia
University.
Sandra Jean Evers, Assist·
ant Professor of 'Home Econom•
ics, E.S., Iowa State. Univel'•
sity; M.A., College of Agricul.
ture and Home Economics, Uni~
versity of Minnesota.
Paul John Green, Instructor
of English, B.A., Seattle Pacific College; M.A., University
of Washington.
Sheldon . Robert Johnson, Assistant Professor of Zoology,
B.A., Occidental College; M.A.,
University of California at Lo~/
Angeles.
Lillian Fae Williamson Lauer,

Assistant Professor of Psychology, B.A., M.J., University of
California. at Berkeley; Ph. D.,
Stanford University.
Anne Maurine Marnix, Assist.
ant Professor, of Business Eduo
cation, B,S., Kansas State at
Manhattan; M.S., Kansas State
Teacher's· College,
. Christos John Papadopoulos,
Instructor of Art, B.F .A., Michigan State University; M.F .A.,
CranbrookAcademy of Art.
Robert Eugene Silver, Assist.
ant Professor of Education,
B.A,, Walla Walla College; M.A.,
Ed, D,, University of Washing.
ton.
Judith Ann Stevens, Instructor
of Art, B.A., Ed., M.F .A., Wich·
ita State University.
Richard . Anthony Neve, Dean
of Graduate Studies and Professor of Biochemistry, B.S.,
Loyola University; M.S., Uni.
versity of San Francisco; Ph.
D., University of Oregon Med·
ical School, Portland.

Library Sets
Fall Quarter Cites Opening Of High Rise Dorms Overdue Date

THE.

are eight floors. This group
250 women and 250 men.
By .SHARON HIPPI
All materials checked out of
The halls have been placed in of 30 or 32 is divided into terti.
Staff Reporter
the library during Spring Quar.
The new High.Rise dor.ms will order to· capture a protected ary groups of about ten or eleven
ter will become.overdue on Fri•
be· open in the fall, according to south side away from the north. . so that a studentmayrelatehimday, June 10th. College re::;ula.
.
self
to
his
own
sub-group
and
said.
west
prevailing
winds,
Hill
Wendell D. Hill, director of
Everything for your sewing
tions require .thatall charges for
The stream which flows through to the. total group .of his floor.
auxiliary services.
lost library materials and un.
needs.
The elevator landing is be.
Both the architects and con• the property will be developed
paid fines be taken care of betractors have given their as- into an attractive feature and tween each two floors, with sev- fore students are eligible to reg.
412 N. Pine
surance jhat the buildings will · widened in one area for ice skat- en steps down or seven steps
ister :for the summer session,
ing in the winter time, he said. up. The purpose .of this is to George
be ready.'
Fadenrecht, director of
The entrances have been bring the two floor. groups. to.
Hill said that the dorms will
libraries, said.
cost $2,005,000. The nine-story placed to be as convenient as gether to form a governmental
Students with delinquent li·
possible for students approach- unit, Hill said. This handling
resid~nce halls are des1gnedfor
brary charges at the end of
of
the
elevator
landing
also
·
ing from any direction.
the quarter will be notified by
will give faster service and will
The site is too small for
letter during the quarter re.
be more economical.
public parking, except for park.
cess. They may pay their obli.
Each floor is complete with
ing in front of . the women's
gations either at the library
central
toilets,
laundry
room,
hall;
therefore students with
circulation desk during vacation
automobiles will not be assigned assistant head resident's. room,
or at Nicholson Pavilion
week
lounge, and sun deck. Corridors
to. the High-Rise dorms, Hill
are five feet wide and will be when they register on Monday
said.
or Tuesday, June 20th or 21st.
carpeted, as will the lounge.
The first floor plan of the
The library will be open be.
Floors
in
rooms
will
probably
men's and women's halls are
tween
quarters on Monday
be vinyl asbestos tile, although
quite similar, with certain min.
Friday, June 13th
an alternate bid may be taken through
or . deviations.
The
main
thr<;>Ugh 17th, from 8 a .m. to
for carpeting, Hill. said.
entrance, through.out the vesti.
5 · p.m. daily, and the same
Fire towers are at the end of
bule and the side entrance, leads
hours
on the following Monday
each wing and lead directly to
to the reception area in the lobby,
the outside. The .laundry will and Tuesday .during registra.
permitting a view through to the
tion. Regular suminer schedule
be equipped with washer, dryer,
terrace on the south and easy
hours become effective on Wed•
.
laundry
sink,
drip·
dry
area,
.
EXAMPLE: Mustang, delivered here·. .... '2347
access into the reception room
nesday, June 22:
built-in folding ironing boards,
on the left.. The lounge areas
Monday through Friday: 7:20
and trash chute.
are on the right.
. a.m. - 11 p.m.
Adjacent to the lounge area
On each floor there will be
Saturday: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
is a quiet discussion room and
single and double rooms.
Sunday: 2 p.m. ~ 11 p.m.
separated music room. Loung.
"As we approach the end of
es,
recreation
room,
and
lobby
If
the
State
Legislature
per.
ELLENSBURG
the year we would like to offer
open off onto these terraces.· mi ts, each room will be equipped
special thanks to the student
The stair towers at the end of with a telephone, Hill said.
body for the patience and un.
each wing. will serve as exits
Otherwise, an intercom system
and entrances to the upper from the central desk will be derstanding demonstrated by
floors. The elevator will hold used, with telephones on each, students during the difficult time
in which we re~classify the 11.
a capacity of 16 people and floor.
~e room telephones
'travels 400 feet per minute. will be limited to calls within brary collection from the Dewey
to the Library of Congress sys.
In each residence hall there . the city.
tern," Fadrenrecht said.

FABRIC SHOP

962-2204·

BUYA NEW CAR, HERE, NOW!
AT APRICE YOU CAN AFFORD TO PAY

WEARE

DISCOUNTING

All NEW CARS AND TRUCKS IN STOCK

KELLEHER MOTOR CO.
ATTENTION!

CUSTOM WORK

To those of you who are graduat-·
Ing-a ve,Y sincere. congratulations
and best wishes for the future.

. Grad Signs Contrad

ALL TYPES
FURNITURE-AUTO
Fine Qua,ity At Reasonable Prices-·

JIM-'S

To those of you returning have a
good summer and we'll see you this
Fall.

-UPHOLSTERY$AVE MANY ITEMS $AVE
~ )

RS

17¢

OVENMITI
WISK BROOMS
9-VOLT TRANSISTOR BATTERY
JUMBO SPONGE (2Y2x7x8)
and MANY, MANY MOREi l

SPROUSE REITZ

I

I

A Central 'graduate student
has been named assistant pro.
fessor of psychology at the Un.
iversiiy of Alaska,
Denny Mehner, who is a can.
didate for a Master of Science
degree in psychology this June,
will sign a nine-month contract
at the university in College,
Alaska.
"I chose Alaska for several
reasons," Mehner: said, "My
wife, Mary, is frotn Alaska and
we visited her home lastChrist.
mas, I really enjoyed H there.
It's about .the last American
frontier." ·
.
:
Mehner, who ·will teach nine
hours a week, has been notified
he will teach theories of learn.
ing, statistics, and experimental
psychology.
He and his wife, a former
Central student, will leaveabout
August 15. His· contra.ct runs
from Sept. 1, l966°May31, 1967.
Mehner .is the son of. Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Mehner, 3636 37th,.

.......- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • • • • • - West Seattl•.
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THERE'S MONEY IN. YOUR ·USED TEXTBOOKS
Your used text books ore as good as money in .
the bank! Nobody, but nobody, pays more for:
second-hand books than JERROL'S. We'll give
you. 50%· IN CASH for· books scheduled next

quarter. Highest prices also paid for texts to
be used in future< quarters, and fo.r discontinued texts. Get the cash out of your text-. ·
books today, at . . ..

Largest Selection of Used
·. Official .Textbooks in the Areaf
•
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1111:11Jerrol's ·
111111111 ELLENSBURG
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E.

8th AVE.

•

962-4137

Page\l'.·five National Champions
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LOVE-In the first row, from left to right, the women's ten-...
nis team includes Carolyn Leghorn, .Ann Johnson, Joan
Arens, and Pam Burke. Second row left are Diane Bech:
tqld, Mandy Joslin, Kathy O'Kelly, Lou Greenlee, Jane
. Wasson and adviser Miss Killorn. (Photo by Paul Myhre)

.cCULLOUGH MUSIC
Now Has

''Fisher''
<;9mponent Stereo Sets
-For The Finest In Listening..:.

Parry Gets Ready

Lessons-Rentals-Sales-Sheet Music
Telephone 925-2671

Third and Pine

-- In looking back on the 1965·
post-season honors. Johnson Wildcat basketball player ever to
and Don Hazen made the EvCo
66 athletic· season, Central won
score over 600 points in a singie
four championships and placed · .All.Star. team and Bob Davidson season.
along with Hazen made theNAIA
third nationally in two others.
The wrestling .team under the
District · I All.Star team with
out of eight participating
direction of Eric Beardsley cap. ·
Swanson earning honorable men. ped a ·9-4 season by winning the
sports the 'Cats won the NAIA
tion as Little AU.coast.
District I basketball . champion.
. EvCo title and the combined
Ship, the Evergreen Conference
The CWSC cross-countryteam NAIA District I • ll Champion.
swimming, wrestling, and track
had a fairly successful season. ships.
crowns, and the wrestling team
The team defeated Eastern and
Beardsley took a six-man team
won the District .I and n cham· · Gonzaga in dual meets and pla'ced back to the nationals returning
pionship,
high in many invitational meets. with a third place finish and two
The. Wildcat football team had
Central . hosted the CWSC Invi· national champions. Dennis
an up and down season opening
tational Meet with 14 teams Warren and Lamoin Merkley
with .a 7-0 loss to Rumbolt State
competing and the Wildcats were the first two collegiate
College at Arcadia, Calif. The
placed third.
wrestlers from ·the state of
team then tra. veled to Western
Winter sports swung into-full Washington to win a national
Washington capturing.a 19-6 vie· . gear and again proved to be .the tournament._
tory over the Vikings; The 'Cats
most victorious, winning 41 of
Coach Tom Anderson again
then fought to a 7.7 tie with the
54 .contests.
·
having a very successful season
University of Puget Sound and
Coach Dean Nicholson's bas- as Central swimming coach took
started sliding down hill losl.J\g
ketball team although unsucess. six men to the NAIA national
to Whitworth College 18·0, and
ful in its bid for the second meet in Conway, Ark. The Cats
Eastern Washington 20.7. Cen.
straight EvCo crown raced to . finished third in the national
tral then came back with a 28.
the NAIA District I champion. _meet and wrapped up the season
20 homecoming victory over Pa.
ship and a spot in the national with a 10.1 record.
cific Lutheran, then lostto West. ·tournament.
·
In the national meet the team
ern 23-14, and defeated UPS in
Central ended .the season with
took five.first places, more than
the final game of the season
a 21-8 season record and a any other team. .Jeff Tinius
13-12.
9.3 conference · mark behind won .the 500 and 1650-yard free.
Central had two football play.
Western Washingfon who defeat. style events, Jerry Malella the
ers sign professional contracts
ed Central for the conference · 200.yard butterfly and the. 400·
this year - Byron Johnson with
.
crown. ,.
yard individual medley andMark
the Dallas CowbOys and Wayne
Mel Cox, Central's "all-every. Morrill the one-meter diving.
(Swanie) Swanson with the Hous.
thing" made first team all-Con. Morrill also placed sixth in the
ton Oilers.
ference and honorable mention· three-meter diving, Ray Clark
Several players also earned
All-American and was the -first
eighth on the three.meter board,
Jack. Ridley twelfth in. the 100~
yard freestyle and the 800-yard
relay team finished-third.
Coach Art Hutton's track team
again swept through ·the season
Tom Parry,formerWenatchee
program, although no maf!'S got undefeated in dual meet com.
a position yet. Ij:very player petition running its string to 42
Valley College football_ coach,
is going to have to prove .him• victories in 44 dual meets and
will be coming to Central,. June
self from the beginning, even thirteen of those consecutively
19 to take over officially as head
the lettermen."
in the past two years. ·
football coach .here at Central,
He added "I would like . to
Central capped .the season
replacing Mel Thompsan, who
see the · student body become sweeping ..to its fifth straight
moved on. to the University of
involved in, the football pro. EvCo crown scoring 116 points
Washington.
gram, .particularly from . the .to its nearest ·competitor East.
Parry, waiting for the season
standpoint of interest •and en. ernWashington.with 72 1h.
to start, had a few brief com.
thusiasm,
I want the students· . Coach. John Pearson's base.
ments to make; concerning his
to feel this is their team and I ball team after a "winning
new job.
encourage their support."
start,,, picking up victories in
He admitted "I'm looking for•
The
1966
football
schedule
has
first three out of four games
the
ward to the coming season with
a lot of enthusiasm. I've been been· completed, with the annual slowed ·down in· mid-season and
Homecoming date set for Oc. compiled a 1-7 league mark
impressed with theveteransl've
tober. 29 with· Portland state. · and a 7-12 season record.
met, particularly with theirattt.
Central opens its season Sept.
The golf team with· coach Stan
tude. We'll be coonting on the
17 at Humboldt State in Arcada, Sorenson at the helm compiled
veterans to give us the stability
California. On Sept. 24, the a 6-7 season record, placing
we need on which to build a good
•cats play UPS in Tacoma, then fourth in the ·conference meet
entertain Western, October 1, and seventh . in the District I
and · Whitworth the next Satur. meet.
day, October 8 •. On the 15th,
Coach Dean Nicholson without
they travel to Linfield, then to a returning letterman molded a
Eastern, the 22nd.
tennis team together. which lost
After Homecoming, it's UPS early by scores of 4-3 but bounc.
at home, November 5, and West. ed back at the end of the season
ern at Bellingham on the twelfth. with four straight victories.

Best Wishes to

c~w.s.c. GRADUATES
From

WAIT'S' MOTEL

LOWEST Discount Prices
33Y3 Long Play ALBUMS

,HI Fl
s2.67
'

STEREO

'

$3.37

LIST.•3.79

LADIES' or MEN'S

Waltham-Wrist Watches
LIST •35.75

NOW!.$15 88

REMINGTON

Electric Razor

LIST•29.95

LIST•4.79

'NOW!

.s19a1

MENNEN

Gift Sets for Men

REG.·'2.50

LEATHER WALLETS

by

''AMITY''

REG. •7.95

NOW!

$199
·

·_. s4s1

NOW!

-

.

SPECIAL Congratulations
C.W.S.C. GRADUATES
SALE ON
Dresses-Suits-Coats

*New Styles and Fabrics
Coming in Daily.
*Fine Selections of Your
Favorite Brands.
* You May Place Anything
on layaway.

.$' '1 ·--.,s;.:::-=-~::._

.·~ ~,~-·-~-..---

THE WISHING WELL
401 NORTH PEARL STREET
PHONE: 925-9100
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON

j

tr~H~~~'71

.

.
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Wildcats Host,·District Track
M~~t·AtYakln1a.Totni;rf()\¥

·placed •. seco_nd. in the. mill! at
the nationals last year;
·
· · . Jn addition to the inten5e com•
· petition Central athletes will en.
.counter in this double meet, they
will be vying with the other !I.th·.. letes in the district for Spots on
the foP.,teri team which the NAIA
The ~Cats :\von .seven' e:verits, ..
. . IncOrPorated iiito this meet is .. District . I picks -.to go t~ .the . ·. setting two new. conference rec.
a !lual meet with District . II~ nationals.
. _:,, ·
·
· ords in the· process. The mile - ·
which is .made up of the top ath· · la t · f ed Bieb Ji
letes .from the small colleges
- ··_Already,_ Cent_ ra.l_Tra.ckc_-oa.ch,· . re
y. ea.mo
Fr Shireman,
er, and
m ·
.
Brunaugh,
.Steve
from Oregon. District Us made. Art Hutton; has. sent in a teµt. . Jim. Boora. s~ a new EvCo and
up .of the smalL c<>lleges from · alive entry_ list for the Nationh l · · k ·. .a- 3 17 4 with
Washington.· - ·
.
.
als; : some of ··woom have _to . . ~'rio: rti={ng ·a~en~ti~~l 47.5
-.Central ls favored •to win. the qualify this . wee}tend~ • Hutton ·_ .. leg.·. 9ene Triplett tied for first
District l meet, although the hopes to take back Jim Kjolso, ·_in the Pole vau!t, vaulting 14•.
large number 'ofi>UtSfandingper. . Fred Bieber, JimBrunaugh;Jhn .· 31.,, · hi.
rd
·
7 14 .-· for . s reco • ·
· formers- · c·ould ·offset the i·m
·
·
Eng1und~ ..·Gene
Conny
..-__ · Boora,.
-port!l-nccL of team tatals in the .Triplett,. Ri~k Conroy, Dennis
Jn all, Central qualifi0d _nin~
meet.· ·
.
·Esser, Kugie LOO:is, La.rs Lah. teen athletes in fourteen events~
·At least one National Chain;, denpera, and Len:t.loyd. Kjolso, Qualifiers in addition to those
· pion -will . be on hand to show Boora, Triplett, ll;rid L()UiS eome mentioned wer&: Gary . Peone ·
' his skm..:-.Deriny Ellis, j&:velin- peted in the: Nationals last .year; and Bob santo in the shot; Kugie. " '
·- thrower. from Southern Oregon• and Lloyd the year before.
Louis_ and Lars· 4ilideni)era.\i~ .; ;
. College, who won the NAIA meet -·· .
the javelin; Conny.· Englund in : _
-in 1965. -·Ellis is also the de. · - seventeen schools Will be on the inile; Rick. Conroy in the .
fending title holder in this meet. · hand for this all•fmPortailt af~ high hurdles and . triple jump; Iii fact; . the· javelin event may fair, with many of the. te~otds . -Jim Williams in .the 880;~ Le~ _: ·:.
· .· pr<>V;e to be. the feature event sure to .fall if tne weather is · Lloyd and Bol:) Metzger in t,he ·
. _ .. . .
interrhedihate hdurdles;Keandt J)icink ·
· of the entirfe evening().f, twithrth no good. - . . ·. -.
fewer tban our 22 oo
OW•
La.st saturday~ · c;entral walked
Clintwort an Jan . r es · ·
ers and four others who have . · away with its fifth straightco~ the Pole ·vault'
-·
·
thrown over 200 feet. ·
.
Gaey Berentsen; teammate of
Ellis, is currently ranked num9
· ber two in the NAIA with a: 235.
' · foot effort in the javelin this
year. Berentsen. has placed in
the nationals the past twoyears.·
. Another. feature . event is the ··
In and
Our · · · .
mile run where' Central's Conny ··
Englunci, second-ranked in the
.:r
Fine Lin• Of ·; :
. _;;
3000 • meter steePlechase and
).~>
ranked fourth in the mile nationally, faces- a .head·on •.battle .~CADILLAC-GMC TRUCKS
with four prominent milersfrom •
PGNTIAC;..OLDSMOBILE-..IUICK
_Lewts & Clark,. most nOtable of
whom i_s last year's District.
champ, ·· Don Aaberg, . Aaberg

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES! .

.

.

»· , '

("

\

,_:J .. -.

.

·· .-·. Softhl;ll, tennis, golf and track
ac_counted for the season-ending_
excitement in· intramural activ·
'Hy.for the quarter and the year:
Barto Hall continued to be one
of the top dorms. on campus,
this time .capturing the MIA
Softball cruimpfonship, defeating
a talented oft.campus team for
the title in the playoffs. · _
In golf, top medalist for this
year was. John Hannan, another
Barto product. Best foursome
· ·in the tourney Wa.s the off.cam.
pus . team of Gordy Prentice,
Norm Webstad, Dave Klovdahl,
and Al Schuster.
_
Jerry Drobesh outlasted Jim
Barron, both from .off campus,
to win the singles championship
in the tennis tournament. Across
the field, .Barto -was dominating.
the MIA track meet, winning
five of the fourteen events.
Four new records were set ·
·despite strong winds, New
marks were set by; John Burn.
ett, discus (138'3"); John Corey,
100-yd. dash (10.5); and Ron
Ewing, 80 .HH (10.7), and 120
LH (13.7).
Other winners included Jerry
Abbott, shot; John Ogee, javel.
in; Farmer, high iump; Fred
. White, BJ and 220; Mike Flem.
ing, mile; Lamoin Merkely, 440;
Jerry Turner, 880; Sparks Hall,
440 relar; Carmody, .880 relay.

Dinner Slated

·- ,

·

·· · . ,· . 5-9511-

·. ·Sunday From 2:00 on

.• THE YEAR'S BIGGEST FUN PROGRAM! ;.

ai.uMBlifcTURU-- -

····DEAN

MARTIN

as MATT HELM

1.. 111·N·
. . .....
I r IE•al
• :I 1c·
.•• 1·R·
; -. ••
..1 .

-. in
......";"•

.

.-

COLUMBIACOLOR

.

.•

STEUA SID/tNS·DAUAH lAVl·~CTOR BUONO·AR1HUR ffCONNEll·ROBERTWtBBER · JAMES 6R£6QRfRQ6ERC.CARMEUBEVERLYAOAMS ~~1'faMCYD CHARISSE
AND
METRO·GOLDW'IN:MA YER Presentii'A ROBERT

YOUN~SON PROD/JCT/ON·

253
SOLID· LAUGHS
--ACTUALLY CLOCKED.

IN .SWORN SURVIYI .··

..

·.'

. ''.6'·'·.:··ave~head:Sp.
ri·ht_ ·-. ·
. . Pontiac
_ ._ . . ..· . ._..
'

. ,., ..

,

"'

.,·

' ' ...

'

FINE QUAUTY USED

.·

'...

., -

;.,

.

CARS ALWAYS

·*FRI. & SUN •.-..3 BIG FEATURES!
*SAT.ONLY-DUSK TO DAWN

MClior & T_homas

MOVIETHONI 4 GiEAT SHOWS! 8
HOURS OF ENTERTAINMENT!

Where You Get A Ufetlnie
· warranty On Every Car

Remember The

GRADUATE
(At 11 :20All j N°ights)
._.
"Tt-JE MOST EXPLOSIVE STORY OF OUR T.IME"
HENRY. FONDA-DAN O'HERLHY .

·with Flowers from .
POLAND'S FLORIST

--

"FAIL SAFE"

Always a large ~election
of Corsages and _Flowers -

RED ROSES for that
SPECIAL EVENT

Filmed in PANAVISION'
and

~-

The CWSC "W" ClubhaspJ.an. ·
ned their annual Spring SPorts
Banquet, which will be held June
8, 1966, in the Holmes Dining
Hall at 6 p~m., in honor' of all
le.tter winners in Track, Base.
ball~ Tennis, and Golf.
Everyone ls invited to the
banquet with tickets available
only ·in advance at the Nichole
son Pavilion for $1.25 without
meal tickets ~ 25 cents with
meal tickets.

.

.

.

<".

MIA·:erogram·.

.

PLAYSTHRUWED.
.[\\·i~·~'\i.111
•~ > '~ ~ A AU Nights But' Sun,: 7:00 on

:; GRADUATES.
· ·. · ··co.
See

1

. -1
DELIVERY
FREE
· · ·- ·
I.. .-j " .

510 NORTH RUBY ST.

•,

IEASTMAN COLOR I Released lhru UNITED ARTISTS

'BlllBr l'BOll
ASlllYA"

(At 2:50 Sat. Night Only) ·... _
. .
EVA MARIE SAINT, WARREN BEATTY, KARL MALDEN

_,

"ALL FALL DOWN''
?"

THANK YOU FOR,
·YOUR PATRONAGE!

PHONE 925-7707

ELLENSBURG,. WASH! N~TON

,.
(

·

-~

Con~ratulatioris c.,w.~s~c.

·~ · ·.;· Year Ends, for

,_

-Pitzer Heqds For Nationals·-

Pete Pitzer, Central golfer,
Pitzer, in winning the cham•
last ·week carded the best. 36• -· . pionship~ aiso q0a.llfied himself
· hole score, a •148• to take med- · · ··
·
-·
ference ch8.mpionshipatBell~•
allst hooors at the animal Ev:co for>the National_ Golf ch&ill...,
., ·..
_ham, scoring 116 ~ints, com.
championships .at Bellingham.
pared to ·72% for Eastern. Q6
for Whitworth•. ~51h for·. Wes~
, ern, and 12 for UPS ..

· Tomorrow evening, .Saturday,
May 28, at 7 p.m., Central
will host one of the largest
oollegiate ··track , meets of the
year in the Northwest, the NAIA
District I Championships, at the
Yakima Public Schools Stadium.

•
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.Committee Sets
Go-Ahead-·For-;
67 Symposi~m .·
.

'

'

This year's symposium mark·
ed th.e ,end of a series of four
on "American Values."
Much serious thought was invoked from the concluding sym.
posium, "Man Playing." Cam.
pus reaction his helped Charles
Mccann~ Dean of Faculty, decide to ha ye another sympqsium
next year."' ·
·
·
David Burt .and Elwyn Odell
have again agreed to head a com.'
mittee which will choose the
topic andorganiZe the program.
Faculty and students who would
like to have a voice in selecting.
. a topic. for the 1967 sympo,sium
should see. the chairmen.
Burt has already received sug:
gestions for committee .consid·
eration. Some which ·Will be
regarded are, · "Man Fighting,"·
marking the·50th anniversary of
· the u .s; entrance. into w.w J.
The topic. could i1tclude discus •
.sions from military tradition to
the very real involvement we
are experienCing today ..
"The .American Character,"
ccMan in Revolution," and the
''Ecology of Man" would prob.
ably be partiy concerned with . •
the .. relationship of man and re~
sources to the environment and
to· the political implications of
today.
··· Other topics to Qe considered
are "The Aesthetic Expert.
e,nce" and "The Effects at Sci- •
ence on
J?Oints
forSociety."
this latterChallenging
topic might ·
include the· influence of large
research centers on education
and on government; how is the
concentration of techological
know-how and. research affecting'
Society?

AWARD WINNER ~ The first place award in the all·
college art exhibit was won by LIZ Foslien for her black·
and white oil titled, "Old'Man." The exhibit display, ill
the SUB Cage, will be up ~or viewing until the end of the
quarter. ,
···
•.
(Photo by Paul Myhre)

HONbAS
FOR RENT.. .·at

. . Scarce Lifte Stops Ught
A· $19,000 traffic ~ontrol dE!- .. based' oh. the equipment short.
.vice now hangs above the inter.·· age,: Burris satd; ·Whether that
section of Eighth Avenue <and extention . will be .granted and
Walnut Street as a result of the penalty clause of the COD•
a concerted. effort by Central's tract waived .will be decided by
administration, and students, a . · State Dlreetor of Highways Char·
state representative, the State· , les Prahl,
I'
Department of Highways and a
Spokane contractural firm •
Ironica1ly,. the light is not·'
working and has little immediate>
prospect of becoming operation;.. "
al for want .ol a length of scarce .
copper electrical cable.
·
"The contractor hiLs been hunt.
ing all over the country for the
cabre/' · local ; Department of
Highways Project Engilleer c.A,
· Burris said.
The intersection has been the
scene of anumberatautoinobile.
' student pedestrian ac.cidents in
· past years. Demands for a traf.
fie control device were directed
to the State Department of High.
~ys ,because Eighth Avenue is
a part at an interstate highway.
Efforts 'Of the school adminis- · ·
tration.and localStateRepresen.
tative Stewart Bledsoe 'led to a··
Department' at Highways survey
which confirmed the ·need for
the control device.
Last January a contract was
,.
'
signed with·Power City Electric
of Spokane to illstall the $19,.
· ·000 traffic device by March
31st.
.
. •·,
. The firm .has requested an .
extension Of ihe deadline date' '•

..

·ENGEL'S MOBIL
Phone 5- 1407 ·

5th and Main

:========================~

·ANTLERS· . HOTEL····
And

DINNING ROOM·.

,: ·Registration. 5,et
·. CAMPuSHoSTESS - Representing Ehv<>od Manor, Connie
Harris,.·. Central junior;· took top honors ·in competition
among the· five .finalists for the Miss sweecy, 1966-671 .
. title .. -Miss Harris,. a Hitchcock HallresideJ).t, sang ~·I
·. Couldn't Say No" in the talent contest. . ' .· . ,
.

·.

'.:

Family Dlnn~s ·
Are ~Specialty
_:.Al.SO-.,

. The last day tofiletranscripts
and entrance applications for
Fall quarter, is Tuesday,Aug.l,
Registration for.graduates and
seniors is M9nday, Sept, 25.
: Registration for junior~ ·and .sophomores is Tuesday, Sept.
26 •
. Freshmen registeronWednes•
.
.
·;day, Sept. 27,

Your Favorite
Beverages from

THE SILVER SPURROOM

Hyakem Given In Office
Students .who- missed ·last
distribution of the Hy•
akem yearbook· may pick up
their copy in the Hyakem bl·
' fice Monday ,through Thurs.
' day between 1 and 2 p .m.
· SGA..cards'must be presented.
week~s

In the
creative
vein'
You have an artistic .
flfl,ir, spend your lei$ure
time writing short
stories, taking unusual
photographs: Your taste
is evident in your
selection of clothes foo.
: 'You'll appreciate the.
new Cricketeer' country
· look suits in rough
textured fabrics and
mixed heather. color
combinations. It's the
most exciting look
of the.year.

FEATURING ·.
COMPLETE DINNERS
,J

,choice:
Rib Steak Dinner
·orKnown.

.our.wen

"THUNDERBIRD''
STEAK DINNER

.

'

.

CRiCKETEERe
COUNTRY LOOK·
SUITS$65:00

\.

'\'

.Each :For s2so

,.

:

.(

